CHORUSX
What is life without entertainment?!
ChorusX is an entertainment platform.

Company description
Connect & empower entertainers and affiliated parties by providing resources & services
without hourly costs.

Legal name
ChorusX B.V
Registered in
Company number
Registration date

:
:
:

The Netherlands
KVK 84751894
12-13-2021

-Legal company in a trade center.
-Xumm shortlisted and KYC verified.
-Ripple grant winner https://xrplgrants.org/grantees
-CX1 is token 9 of 7392 on XRPL https://xrpl.services/tokens
-71032 CX1 trustlines.
-55939 CX1 holders.
-99045 users CX1 faucet app.
-Xrp scan verified
https://xrpscan.com/account/rhmaAYX86K1drGCxaenoYH2GSBTReja7XH

CX1 markets :
https://chorusx.com/cx1-markets/

FAQ at the bottom of this business plan.

Normally a whitepaper is expected with a crypto venture but because the ChorusX token is
on the XRP ledger and the XRP whitepaper already exists we have chosen to present a
classical style business plan.
The Ripple Protocol Consensus Algorithm Whitepaper:
https://ripple.com/files/ripple_consensus_whitepaper.pdf

The ventures infrastructure
Use this link to zoom in and move around:
https://www.plectica.com/maps/M4QWP3BUP

ChorusX Social app

ChorusX social development plan (scrum).
Phase 1 : Connect
Connect people with a GPS map component with switches to enable and disable viewing of
entertainer types, users, locations, events and stores.
●
●

Login + register + bio + picture database, friends + subscribe, GPS module finished.
GPS map works and is connecting entertainers to each other and to users, locations,
events and stores. Xumm login.

Phase 2 : Create
A content creation and upload tool with content hierarchy Entity (an individual or a group) - Project
(comparable to an album name) - Content (Comparable to a song name).
●
●

Content module finished.
Entertainers can upload a variety of (non NFT) content types, entertainers make a
collaboration agreement (possibly with Xumm multisign).

Phase 3 : Player
A media player to view and play a variety of file types (Video, audio, pictures, texts).
●
●

Media player working and connected to uploaded content, genre tags, recommended
content.
People can view and share content.

Phase 4 : Wallet + Marketplace

Integration of the Xumm wallet (Login, financial statistics). Buy and sell content with offercreate, offer
cancel, payment, secondary sales, advanced marketplace functionalities).
●
●

Xumm integrated
Users and entertainers can pay, tip, book spaces with Xumm sign requests.

Phase 5 : NFT (XLS-20)

Implementation of NFT minting on the marketplace using the XLS-20 standard (if voted on main
ledger by validators at this time).
●
●

NFT content integrated.
Content is transitioned from non NFT content to XLS-20 NFT content.

CX1 token distribution

Our innovation
Entertainers are in desperate need of resources.
There are currently no resource providers in the entertainment industry that don't charge per
hour and bet on the future on the creatives without exploiting them. There is nothing
between the amateur at home without resources, distribution network or marketing
knowledge and the select few that get a record contract, the result is that the amateur has
to save money for a long time to make small advances in their creative ambitions.
ChorusX will provide all the tools that entertainers need without hourly costs, this will
provide them with everything they need to focus on their creativity without being limited by
their financial situation. We bet on creatives long term by becoming a 30% owner in their
work so we win when they win.
We will actively market their work product and help them connect to their audience.

How our innovation relates to the strategy of our company
The innovation of providing spaces and resources without hourly costs is at the core of the
company strategy. It is our mission to provide creators with a new and fair system. We want
to be a partner instead of simply a business that collects a fee per hour for spaces or
resources. The building access and premium app only costs $9.99 per month.
This is like joining a gym for $9.99 per month VS buying all the gym equipment for 100k
Euro, but the results are the same. This is the model that we bring to the entertainment
industry.
We choose to believe in the talent of the creators and bet on them long term by becoming a
co-owner of their work. They will get access to the best equipment and marketing tools that
will allow them to produce high quality work that will stand out in an international content
landscape.
We are most suited for this task because we have experienced the struggle ourselves.

Our innovation in detail and revenue distribution
Disrupt the way content is created:
We disrupt the way content is created by betting on the future of entertainers instead of
charging per hour or offering an exploitative record deal where the artist gets 10% and
loans studio time and marketing. We become a profit and intellectual property co-owner of
their works in exchange for spaces and resources that cost nothing per hour, these spaces
can easily be booked through the ChorusX app. The content creator gets 70% profit and
intellectual property rights of their creations while ChorusX gets 30%.

Content created without hourly costs in a ChorusX building :

Content created without hourly costs in a 3rd party space :

Remixed content :

Content created in a non affiliated external space :

The innovation is that everybody now has access to high quality resources like studios,
band rehearsal spaces, stages, equipment that are normally only for the most elite
musicians that have signed a record contract with a major label, who are often exploitative.
Instead of recording a $400 guitar on their computer they can now use a $4000 guitar and
record it in a professional studio with superior acoustics and technology that would
normally cost 1000s of euros per day. They can use a grand piano and a $15000 camera
instead of a plastic keyboard and a smartphone leaning against a tea cup in a poorly lit
bedroom. All this without first saving and spending thousands of euros to rent studio time of
only 1 or 2 days. They can record a music video in our building and edit it on state of the art
PC`s. All these pain points will be alleviated by becoming a member of ChorusX.
High quality resources are a must have to be able to stand out in an international content
landscape.
Content creators need help in marketing their content, we will offer these tools to all
members. Content creators can use these tools to educate themselves in monetizing their
work.
Creators can offer a percentage of their 70% ownership to other members / app users for
collaborations, such as a fellow musician or an educated recording engineer, they will find
each other in the ChorusX app or one of our buildings and negotiate their agreement in the
ChorusX app.
This new and innovative business model is not a replacement for record labels since labels
can still sign ChorusX members. ChorusX will receive 30% of the revenues of the artist
under the record contract with a record label but only for content created in our facilities.
ChorusX is the first in the world to offer this arrangement which will be possible because of
the investment.
We do not try to poach signed musicians from record labels but we market mainly to
unsigned / undiscovered musicians / entertainers with a need for resources and potentially
a low operational budget. We will take a part of the struggle away from being a musician
(which is already difficult, especially in Covid times) so they can focus on content creation,
this will lead to monetization for them and ChorusX because of the professional quality
level.

Connect people locally and online
How will you know when the musician you have been looking for is living in the same street
as you? Where are instrument builders in my area? How can I find a jam session in my city?
Where are bands performing tonight? Where can I get my guitar repaired or modified?
Where can I join a theater group?
The ChorusX app will let entertainers connect with others by choosing a search radius in
your city and becoming their friend. You can find band members or people for a temporary
collaboration like a music producer who is looking for a singer for 1 song.
This same GPS based part of the ChorusX app can also be used to find and host jam
sessions, to let an audience find live music or theater in their area, it only takes 1 app user
to enter the live music on the map, find music stores or repair services. It is time there is 1
central place to connect all creatives to each other, to instrument builders and stores and to
their audience.
Everyone will be welcome to join the ChorusX community of content creators and
consumers, instrument builders, stores and venues. The free app gives limited use and the
premium app of $9.99 will give unlimited use of all functionalities. This premium
subscription amount is as low as a Spotify or Netflix subscription which means it will be an
affordable way to get resources, contacts, opportunities, collaborations, live performances
and revenues. The difference is that creators are welcome with ChorusX and don't have to
go through a 3rd party like with other platforms.

Guitar builders
You read about the struggle of being a musician but being a guitar builder is even harder, it
is a constant quest for resources. Material costs of 1000 Euro are not uncommon for 1
electric guitar, 1 full time builder with 10 units per month would use 120.000 euro in wood
and parts per year, not including mortgage. A homebuilder with a small shed will quickly
have spent 10.000 Euro in tools and still the quality can not compare to a factory so a
handmade guitar is offered cheaper than a factory made assembly line guitar and still it
doesn't sell. Customers buy brands they know so unknown brands have little to no sales.
Guitar builders need access to professional quality machines. A hobby machine of 300 Euro
does not give the same quality result as a 30.000 Euro professional machine, but the
competition has the expensive machine and marketing budget. A guitar builder often has a
full time job in another field to pay for guitar building, if they are lucky they can gradually
fade out the job from growing guitar sales through increased brand awareness in a 5 to 10
year process.
Normal people don't have a million Euro to get a real space and machines, they will not be
able to save the amount needed so they are condemned to slow growth, this is why 10
companies have 90% of the guitar market and the remaining 10% thousands of people with
a small shed that sell under 10 guitars per year.
Guitar builders can use the facility of ChorusX and get access to high quality machines that
cost nothing per hour, they have a regular ChorusX app subscription of 9.99 Euro per
month. They now have access to 625.000 Euro in Klijnsmit Guitars tools and materials in a
1.375.000 ChorusX building. Their quality can now compete on an international level.
Guitar builder members can even use wood and parts for 1 build without prepaying the
materials costs, when they finish and sell the guitar they will pay us the material costs back
and then the standard 70 / 30 % profit sharing agreement applies. This unique and new
system will take part of the struggle away of being a guitar builder.

How our innovation is better than existing alternatives
The innovation is better or significantly different because creatives are often limited by their
financial situation, resources are hard to come by resulting in a battle to create and
distribute quality content :

The time for this venture is now since the creative industry has been dealt a severe blow by
Covid. Musicians, venues and instrument builders are suffering or have gone bankrupt,
venues can only be filled 15% due to social distance rules, cash reserves are depleted:

The alternatives for the proposed innovation of creative spaces and resources without
hourly costs are:
-Creating content at home without resources or marketing budget or knowledge:

-Renting expensive studio time, save for a long time for a few recording hours. Paying for
equipment rent.
-Getting a record deal with a major record label which only a tiny group can achieve, these
deals are often exploitative where the studio owns the rights to the created content in
perpetuity. It is common that the studios get 80% to 90% of revenue with signed
musicians, with ChorusX the musician gets 70%, which makes it a reasonable and fair value
proposition and very alluring to entertainers. Record labels will no longer decide who is
popular but the content consuming ChorusX app users will.

A 2014 study of Next Big Sound indicated the following : 0.2 percent of artists are stars, 0.9
percent are mainstream, 1.4 percent are mid-sized, 6.8 percent are "developing" and 90.7
percent are undiscovered, this means that 98.9% are our content creator target customers.

After this venture is executed creatives can :
-Get access to band rehearsal spaces without hourly costs, resulting in an increased skill
level.
-Get access to high end recording studios without hourly costs, resulting in higher quality
content compared to home recording, this is needed to stand out in the international quality
level of content.
-Get access to marketing channels.
-Book a venue to perform in instead of a venue booking them. Often venues dont book
unknown musicians out of fear of small ticket sales.
-Build instruments of international quality level.

Timing
The timing is right for this venture because the need for resources is greater than ever. The
quality level of content / instruments by professional operations with an operational budget
is so high that an individual or group without resources can not stand out or compete.
Studios are focussed on getting their investment back, this is why they charge per hour.
This investment will allow us an operating time of 2 years to make profit (we aim to start
making profit after 1 year). The covid 19 situation has resulted in low quality bedroom
videos and closed venues.
By empowering creatives with unaffordable resources we are furthering most of the
European Union`s 17 sustainable development goals :
1 : No poverty, Uplift creators by economic empowerment.
3 : Good health and wellbeing, mental health increase from achieving musical ambitions,
spreading joy to audiences worldwide.
4 : Quality education, instruct creatives how to help themselves
5 : Gender equality, we do not look at the gender of the member or ChorusX app
subscriber, everyone is welcome, everyone gets the same resources.
8 : Good jobs and economic growth, creatives being economically uplifted and their
community around them.
9 : Innovation and infrastructure, building new systems to provide resources in a fair
system.
10 : Reduced inequalities, provide creatives with the same tools as multi million dollar
record labels.
11 : Sustainable cities and communities, sustain the creative community.
16 : Peace, justice and strong institutions, promote peace through the joy of music (hate,
racism, violent content is not allowed to be recorded).
17 : Partnerships for the goals, work with city councils to help people.

Stage of development
-The ChorusX building,TRL6, can easily be purchased with the investment money. The
building execution is not difficult, we have all the knowledge to construct our own studios,
band rehearsal spaces, stages and musical instrument building facility so we don't hire
expensive companies to build us studios or stages. This branch of the venture does not
require R&D so this can quickly be scaled up to TRL9 in just a few months after building
purchase.
-The ChorusX app is TRL6, this will become TRL9 after the investment. CEO Koen Klijnsmit
has personally built the basic prototype app with limited functionality but now 5 coding
experts must be hired to build all the desired features that are outside Koen`s coding
knowledge, each in their own field : Profile, GPS, marketplace, crypto, content.
-ChorusX token (CX1), TRL7, 25 billions tokens are made and in our possession, the wallet
network is operational on the XRP ledger, pre-ICO (Initial Coin Offering).
-ChorusX token (CX1), 25B max supply.
-Klijnsmit guitars use proprietary models and production techniques, an equity investment
is needed to get the space, tooling and materials to start production. Other guitar builders
will be able to use the facilities under the 70/30 profit structure. This branch of the venture is
TRL7.
-Our facebook group Guitar Builders Community currently has 23374 members and the
website where we will sell them guitar parts and wood is being constructed at
https://www.guitarbuilderscommunity.com/ We will produce wooden instrument parts and
related hardware and sell it to the members. This branch of the venture is TRL6.

Technological feasibility
The ChorusX Social app :
Experts have been hired to build and make new features on the ChorusX app. We
incentivise them with a good salary and equity % after a few years if they hit development
milestones on time and CX1 bonuses. We attracted good talent with skin in the game.
ChorusX token (CX1).
The crypto technology required to execute this venture already exists and our crypto
ChorusX token (CX1) is in our possession with 25 billion tokens. The blockchain its on, XRP,
is an innovative technology with very high transaction per second capability which will
come in handy when we roll out the ChorusX token (CX1) spending network with online and
retail music stores and ChorusX app integration. XRPL also has a very low transaction fee of
only $0.0002.

We will incentivize music stores by including them in the transaction fee which currently
goes to payment providers such as credit cards or paypal, this means they make more
money by accepting our tokens.

Practical feasibility
We will acquire buildings for all the spaces like recording studio, band rehearsal and live
performance or buy a building plot and construct several smaller buildings for sound
management, you don't want to hear the neighbours metal band recording on your tender
love ballad.
We have all the expertise required to construct the spaces ourselves with the occasional
3rd party involvement such as electrical work (outlets) or plumbing. This will save a lot of
money in investments. We are creatives without resources ourselves so we know how to
get what we want without spending a fortune.

Economic feasibility
The amount of funding that we raise will determine how fast we can execute different
branches of this venture.

We require a minimum investment of $600.000 for a small building with app developers +
$2 million for a full building with all creative spaces.

Risks
1 : The building with creative spaces could be too far from entertainers.
2 : People might not download the app / low download numbers.
3 : The produced content quality might be low (total produced content / high quality ratio).
4 : Members could be unsuccessful in monetizing their created content.
5 : Retail and online music stores might not want to accept ChorusX token (CX1).
6 : The ChorusX token (CX1) transaction volume could be low.
7 : The restrictions of the corona situation might not be lifted when we want to open the
building and host events, resulting in only 15% occupancy (social distance restrictions).
8 : Creative spaces could be insufficiently booked (low occupancy).

The potential markets
Our targeted customers will be new customers that are content creators and content
consumers, instrument builders and online and retail stores. Our unique selling point is that
we become partners with them instead of charging a fee per hour. All creative spaces are
available for a low $9.99 per month and 30% of profits and intellectual property.
One of our competitive advantages is that this investment will allow us enough time to let
members create and monetize content while traditional investor driven operations must
monitise instantly which is why they choose to charge per hour or take 80 to 90% of profits
and own the masters. Streaming platforms focus 99% on content consumers and 1% on
content producers. At ChorusX content creators are valued members and creators and
consumers are included 50 / 50.
The ChorusX app will have multiple account types to serve our different customers needs
and segments :
-Content Creator / member account, creatives submit content through the app from
anywhere in the world or they use our buildings without hourly costs in exchange for 30%
profit and IP of the workproducts of those spaces and get all functionality of the ChorusX
app. We actively market creators to users so everyone can find their audience through
hashtags or location and other search criteria.
-User / content consumer account, they are app users that consume the content created by
the previous group, watching videos and listening to songs, going to concerts.
Users wish to browse content easily and save their favorite creators and groups. A free
profile will have all functionalities with certain limitations such as how many artists you can
save or which cosmetic enhancements are possible on your user profile, a user subscription
provides unlimited functionality.
-Vendor Account, they offer products for sale to all previous segment groups like amplifiers,
strings, merchandise.
All profile types come in a limited free version and subscription version with unlimited
functionality. Both user and creator subscriptions will be under $10 per month with
significant enhancements.
One premium subscription of $9.99 can access all account types, customers do not have to
pay 3x.
We are sure that customers are willing to pay a subscription fee because of the unlimited
functionality they will receive and the alternative is saving and spending thousands of Euros
to rent facilities. $9.99 per month is an extremely low amount for creatives to use multi

million Euro facilities and get a significant upgrade in their content quality and audience
reach. $9.99 per month is also an extremely low amount for users since they get many
advantages and unlimited functionality of the ChorusX app.
This app will provide the needed resources to creators, it will help them connect to other
entertainers in their area and internationally, a market place will help them find and post
collaborations with other creators, it will help them book spaces, it will provide marketing
knowledge and much more. The ChorusX app will be a central point where entertainers can
thrive and users can find what they are looking for. We are making the gap between creator
and user smaller with the ChorusX app.
Being an entertainer or venue owner was already difficult but the need to provide content
creators with resources will be greater than ever during and after Covid 19 restrictions are
lifted since many are suffering from massive revenue loss or bankruptcy. Our solutions fill a
need and demand in this market, people simply don't have 70.000 Euro for a mixing
console, they can't even drum without the neighbors complaining. Creatives need to create
unhindered by their financial or living situations.

Target markets
Entertainers, Musicians, content (audio and video), concerts and live performances, events,
merchandise, Instrument builders, instruments, wood and parts, retail and online music
stores, TV shows, video games and more.
Please view all entertainers types here :

Impact / competitor analysis
The closest to competitors are record labels but these focus on a very small number of
musicians they wish to sign, less than 1.1% of all musicians, this leaves 98.9% for ChorusX
which are currently ignored. We will be in the volume business (pun intended), we
understand that not every song created will be a hit record and that is fine. When a 100
hours of studio time is booked and used this will produce X number of songs of which X
number is successfully monetized of which X number is a hit record or a success (with
various definitions of success).
Through app content creator and user data we get an insight into marketing content more
efficiently.We will learn what works and what does not work through app creator and user
behavior. We will advise creators with this data to provide insights into why a piece of
content was a success. This allows them to finetune their content to a desired market
segment. Record labels must uphold a certain reputation which does not allow them to sign
artists that they deem too early in their development, making the barrier to entry at record
labels extremely high. These creators who are still developing are all welcome at ChorusX
making our barrier to entry very low. Our facilities and app will give them time to

experiment, learn, build and grow with high quality resources. Record labels will ignore
ChorusX until it becomes too big and then they will make an acquisition offer which we will
accept for the right price ($10B).
The largest barrier to entry is the investment and operational budget required to buy and
outfit buildings and fund the development of the app, TV show and video game.

Commercialisation strategy
Our overall business strategy is empower, connect and provide resources and services,
everything we do is centered around these principles. We help creatives help themselves
and we connect them to their audience. We build bridges with distributors of content.
We will commercialise our services and products through digital marketing campaigns with
video ads as well as social media posts and ChorusX token (CX1), instrument and
merchandise giveaways.
The images of musicians having a great time in our building are at the core of the initial
marketing campaign to get people to download the app.

Revenue model
ChorusX buildings:
-30% profit and intellectual property ownership on all content produced by members in the
buildings.
-30% of ticket sales of concerts and events.
-30% of Consumptions during events (drinks and snacks).
ChorusX App / website:
-Subscriptions of creator, member and merchant accounts for unlimited functionality $9.99
per month.
-Cosmetic enhancements of user profile.
-2 % transaction fee on marketplace sales.
-Heluss Insurance 2% per insurance taken.
-Selling advertising (app banners, highlighted vendors etc).
-Microtransactions for search result bumps.
-100% of ChorusX merchandise and branded gear.

Klijnsmit Guitars
-Custom guitar sales, direct to consumer, retail and online.
-Guitar building courses, on location and online (for example udemy.com).
-Other guitar builders use our facilities and pay 30% of their profit.

Guitar Builders Community facebook group and website :
-Sell wood and instrument parts to 17000 group members .
-Branded merchandise.

-ChorusX token (CX1) retail debit card and online spending:
-2% transaction fee on all transactions.
TV show: The world's first guitar building competition.

- We are in communication with Netflix Preferred Fulfillment Partner OD Media Group, they
have told us our target of 10 million Euro for 1 season could be possible provided the
production quality is high enough.

Key partners
-RippleX, $150,000 grant.
https://xrplgrants.org/grantees
-Mirak (Norway), $8M ICO.
-Andriotto Financial Services (Italy, 4.5M EU grant application.
-City councils that will allow the desired activities under the zoning regulations of the
location, events, loud music, parking, food and (alcoholic) drinks, evening and night
activities.
-Heluss insurance (https://www.heluss.com/), we will integrate instrument insurance and
other insurances into the ChorusX entertainment platform, this company is a crypto
company like us. We have a memorandum of understanding document. We have
negotiated a 2% kickback from insurance fees.

-Crypto debit card company, we are evaluating crypto debit card companies for a ChorusX
token (CX1) debit card system with terminals to place in music retail. This card will be used
to buy musical instruments and related gear like amplifiers, effect pedal etc with our crypto.

-Mirak ICO, https://www.linkedin.com/company/mirak-ico/
We have a signed $5M ICO contract with metrics later changed to $8M that will hopefully
be utilised when the crypto market is stronger. This company has raised $950 million for
other crypto ventures but has not executed the ChorusX token (CX1) ICO and is not
responding to messages for over a year. Alternative sources of funding have to be found
like grant and equity investment. We will never sit still and must keep moving and never give
up but we will try to enforce this contract later when we are in a stronger position. This
token sale would raise money without selling equity.
-TV show production partner & distributor like OD Media Group. We are in communication
with Netflix Preferred Fulfillment Partner OD Media Group, they have told us our target of 10
million Euro for 1 season could be possible provided the production quality is high enough.
We will shoot a pilot from an equity investment, a budget of 500.000 Euro is reserved for
this. We will sell the streaming rights and then produce a full season from the streaming
right revenue.

-Video game studio partner.
We will produce a playable demo game with basic functionality in house with 2 hired
employees. We will then partner with a major game studio like Epic Games for a massive
infusion of resources unless the demo sales are significant enough for inhouse expansion.
-We have hired Andriotto Financial Services that will submit an EU grant proposal to raise
$4.5M.
https://www.andriotto.com/european-grants/

Intellectual property
Our intellectual property consists of:
-The source code of the ChorusX app.

-The data accumulation of app user actions and marketing insights, within legal limits of the
European laws like the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) and The Data Protection
Law Enforcement Directive.

-ChorusX token (CX1) website https://www.chorusx.com/
-Proprietary Klijnsmit Guitars instrument models and production techniques.
-Website https://www.klijnsmitguitars.com/
-Klijnsmit Guitars instagram page https://www.instagram.com/klijnsmitguitars/
-Klijnsmit Guitars twitter page https://twitter.com/KlijnsmitGuitar
-Klijnsmit Guitars youtube page
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCmACzbf34JfCJU0yXV6mDMQ?view_as=subscriber
-Guitar Builders Community Facebook group
https://www.facebook.com/groups/GuitarBuildersCommunity/
-Guitar Builders Community instagram page
https://www.instagram.com/guitarbuilderscommunity/
-The Musicians Community Facebook group
https://www.facebook.com/groups/TheMusiciansCommunity/
-Instrumenten markt Facebook group
https://www.facebook.com/groups/1985989278284554/
-Instrument Market Facebook group
https://www.facebook.com/groups/2094473454162202/
-The world's first guitar building competition TV show intellectual property and streaming
rights.
-A music based video game, the world's first non violent battle royale style game.
-30 % of all content produced by members in perpetuity.
-30 % of all internationally remixed content through our app.

There are no regulatory requirements preventing us from deploying and monetizing our IP. It
is not mandatory to disclose code or methods of operational management. Our data is not
public domain so only physical protection of storage PC`s is required. We do not connect
the PC`s that store produced content to the internet so digital protections against hackers
and viruses are not required. We are creating new markets with the 70/30 profit and
intellectual property sharing agreement and building with high quality resources without
hourly costs, this means its very unlikely that we are infringing the Intellectual property of
any external party.

Scale up potential
We are currently operating in The Netherlands and we will start with 1 location in The
Netherlands where we create the ChorusX app that will connect entertainers all over the
world. This first location with spaces like recording studios, band rehearsal space, stages
and musical instrument building is the central point of international operations and
management of all branches.
This location will be used to finetune our system and monetize the content from our
members. When this is done we will start expanding to other cities in European countries
such as The UK, France, Germany etc. It is our goal to finance these locations from profit of
the 1st location. This is scalable because a new location is a duplicate of the 1st in terms of
operational management. The second location will be more efficient and quicker to be
monetized because of the finetuning of the system on the first location.
We do not tell members what they can and can not make with the exception of violent and
hateful lyrics so we can deploy a building in any major city, even when the preferred music
genres differ locally.
We will commercialise in house marketing employees and 3rd parties through CX1 bounty
system and profit sharing agreements.

Key performance indicators (KPI)
The success criteria in this venture (KPI`s) are
-Number of app downloads.
-Number of creator members in the app.
-Number of premium subscribers in the app.
-Number of member jam sessions hosted / found / attended through the app.
-The number of musician collaborations formed through the app or buildings.
-Ad revenue amount from the app.

-The percentage of produced content that is successfully monetised.
-Number of songs played by users in the app.
-Number of videos watched by users in the app.
-Number of countries with a ChorusX building and total number of cities.
-Occupancy percentage of the spaces in our building.
-Number of member songs produced in our building.
-Number of member concerts hosted / found / attended in our building.
-Ticket sales of events hosted in our building.
-Number of member concerts in the world hosted / found / attended through the app .
-Number of Klijnsmit Guitars instruments sold.
-Amount of funds raised with a ChorusX token (CX1) ICO.
-Number of ChorusX token (CX1) distributed.
-Number of retail and online spending places for ChorusX token (CX1).
-Percentage of the musical instrument market transitioned to ChorusX token (CX1).
-The number of crypto exchanges where ChorusX token (CX1) can be traded.
-Transaction fee amount collected on ChorusX token (CX1) transactions.
-The number of musical instruments repaired through the app.
-The number of music lessons given through the app.
-The number of seasons sold of the guitar builders competition TV show.
-The number of views per episode of the guitar builders TV show

Impact
Societal
The music industry will change into a better and more fair system.
Often signed musicians only get a small portion of revenues like ticket sales, music sales
and merchandise while the record company owns the rights to their music. Record labels
are known to take up to 91% of profits and 100% of intellectual property rights. When an
artist leaves the label they often have to buy the rights to their own songs or leave it behind
when they don`t have the funds. We think this system is unfair and antiquated.
Our members are and will always be 70% profit and intellectual property owners of their
works unless they commit fraud (not reporting or paying profits), vandalism, violence or
theft on our properties. They remain 70% owner even when they cancel the contract with
ChorusX (30% must be paid in perpetuity).
Achieving success in the music industry will no longer be for the select few with a great
record deal if the ChorusX venture is a success. Many will have access to resources which

will breathe new life into a dying industry resulting in a growth of culture and positivity in
listeners.
Almost every person on earth likes music and a large population listens to music every day
of their life. If ChorusX is successfully funded by the equity investment funding thousands of
entertainers will be provided with the resources they need to present their music to the
world. Millions of listeners can now enjoy their music and the earth will receive a much
appreciated wave of positivity.

Economic
Creators will get power over their career. Wealth will shift from an elite club to the creating
masses. Money will flow into music stores and communities. Musicians will assist family
members with their new gains, they will start businesses and invest in their community.
Environmental and climate
This venture is not centered around environmental or climate improvement but we will
certainly not be a negative contributor, we will not pollute.

Team
People are standing by to join the ChorusX team full time but this can not happen until we
can pay them a salary. These people are fully committed but currently employed elsewhere
so not in a position to give 100% at this time since they have living expenses.
The team will look like this post funding :
-Koen Klijnsmit - Founder, CEO, master luthier, crypto pioneer, founder Ultracoin in 2014, 6
second confirmed transactions, first pow/pos hybrid. Tested as very gifted processing
speed.
-Vikram Singh - Software developer
-Steve Elliott - Musician, presenter & Voiceover artist.
-Cryptic Johnson - Graphic designer
-Damian - Software developer
-Kirana - Administration

-Video game development, 2 full time.

-The world's first guitar building competition TV show, 2 full time to produce the pilot, sell to
Netflix or other streaming platform for $10M for season 1.
Brokered by OD Media Group.
https://odmedia.com/

Financing

We execute ChorusX as a 15 year venture with a target timeline for expansion to European
countries. The first location is in The Netherlands, we aim to open more locations later
which will be in Germany, the UK, France, Germany and Belgium, followed by international
expansion ($2M per location investment needed).
When we have an established brand with a captured market we will look into international
fransicing of locations with a 10% kickback to ChorusX (franchise owner 20%, content
creator 70%).

We will commercialize the initial version of the ChorusX app within 6 months after the
funding is received and the full version after 1 year. Klijnsmit Guitars instruments are
commercialized after 6 months after the equity funding is received. The guitar building

television show will be commercialized 24 months after the equity funding is received when
we sell a full season to Netflix before we produce it.
Future fund raising :
-$8M ICO with Mirak, sell 40 million MIT- Musical Instrument Token for 20 cents each.
We aim to buy out initial investors in year 5. We aim to grow the company to a high
valuation and then raise $200M to build buildings to expand to 100 countries.

Equity
We wish to raise capital in equity financing from investors.
We will buy and outfit a building with recording studios, band rehearsal spaces, stages,
offices and to fund the development of the full ChorusX app. We will make a TV show pilot
and sell it to netflix for 10 million dollar per season through netflix preferred partner OD
Media Group.
An equity investment is needed to fund the guitar building branch of this venture where
guitar builders can use high quality resources and get wood for 1 instrument without
prepay, they repay this later when they sell the instrument. These instruments that will be
built here also fall under the 70 / 30 profit sharing agreement.
If there is no equity investment there is no instrument building facility which is a shame
since being an instrument builder is even harder than being a content creator. The
investment that has to be made is much greater with instrument building. A guitar builder
needs to put $10.000 into hobby quality tools, a tiny building room, between $500 and
$1500 wood and part costs per guitar. These small builders have little to no sales because
customers buy what they know, 1 of 10 big A brands that dominate 90% of the guitar
market. It takes a small builder 5 to 10 years to get their name out there and start selling a
few guitars per year.
With an equity investment these builders can use unaffordable industrial machines like a
$15000 martin T45 planer to get previously unobtainable quality to compete in the
international instrument market, high quality wood without prepayment, learn building
techniques, learn how to market their instrument, connect with guitar players in the
ChorusX app, join a community. Klijnsmit guitars will produce instruments in this space to
make revenue for the venture.

An equity investment also funds a pilot of the world's first guitar building tv show that we
will sell to Netflix for $10M and to make a multiplayer video game where players are in a
band together and they have to scavenge resources in an open world map, build
instruments and stages, and prepare a performance. Then the teams convert as many sad
people to happy people with music.
An equity investment is needed to fund the marketing of ChorusX token (CX1).

Company ownership
ChorusX B.V registration number KVK 84751894 is owned by Ark 589 B.V registration
number KVK 84742569, which is owned 100% by CEO & Founder Koen Klijnsmit.

Current business form is "B.V" which is comparable to a limited company.
We are pursuing a venture capital investment to grow the company quickly to international
scale, we are also hosting a legal private sale :
Please fill out this google form and follow the steps to participate :
https://forms.gle/sGU6amsSEqarUPnx7

Traditional venture capital investors are not prepared to give ChorusX enough time to build
the facilities and app, let our members create and monetize their content. They wish to
receive an immediate return which would mean paying them back from their own
investment, which is counter productive. An investment will allow us enough time to
execute the venture. All good things take time, there can be no fruit if the seeds are not
planted and the trees are not watered. Modern investors want to jump on a train that goes
100 kilometer per hour and jump off at 150, they are not patient enough to come on board a

pre revenue startup which is a shame since that has the most potential for gains and profits
for them.
"No matter how great the talent or efforts, some things just take time. You can't produce a
baby in one month by getting nine women pregnant." Warren Buffet.
The impact of not receiving funding will be that the content production industry will keep
suffering and people will keep being placed under exploitative contracts. There won't be a
central app to connect and empower entertainers.

The future
We will build all our buildings and a vast library of content produced under the ChorusX
umbrella up to this point. We will build up the ChorusX brand and member loyalty, the
infrastructure that we build, all the pipelines will be built and set up are designed to help
people help themselves. The ChorusX app will collect proprietary data derived from app use
and market dynamics to give insights to musicians how their work product is consumed
and can be marketed better.

If you have any questions contact CEO Koen Klijnsmit on https://twitter.com/ChorusXapp

Logo meaning
The cubes are representing the entertainers and affiliated, they got connected on the
ChorusX entertainment platform.
A musician found another musician to start a band, A musician found his listener, a guitar
builder found a buyer.

F.A.Q
What is ChorusX?
ChorusX B.V is a legal company registered in The Netherlands under the company number KVK

84751894.
When was the ChorusX B.V company registered?
The ChorusX company was registered on 12-13-2021.
Who are entertainers and affiliated parties?
Musicians, instrument builders, music stores, sound engineers, theater, performing arts, magicians,
graphic designers, stand up, merchandise, etc.
Members must be directly affiliated with entertainment.
What is ChorusX token (CX1)?

ChorusX token is a hybrid digital asset, 50% cryptocurrency and 50% utility token. This token is on
the XRP ledger.
What is CX1?
CX1 is the ticker of the ChorusX token, this simply means the abbreviation.
What is the XRP ledger?
The XRP ledger is a system that can transfer digital assets like XRP and CX1 in 4 seconds with a very
low transaction fee ($0.0002).
What is XRP?
XRP is a decentralized digital asset on the XRP ledger. It is an inter ledger bridge asset for on
demand liquidity.
Does CX1 have the same transaction speed and fee as XRP?
CX1 has the same fast transaction speed and very low fee as XRP.

How many ChorusX (CX1) tokens are made?
There are 25 billion ChorusX (CX1) tokens.

Is there a max supply of ChorusX (CX1)?
The max supply of ChorusX tokens (CX1) is 25 billion and no more can be made because the genesis
account is blackholed. Nobody can create more, leading to deflation as demand increases.

What is the legal private sale of ChorusX (CX1)?
The legal private sale of ChorusX tokens (CX1) is a multiphase sale between ChorusX and an
interested party that happens through a form that is a legal contract.

When will I receive my ChorusX (CX1) tokens if I participate in the legal private sale?
You will receive your ChorusX (CX1) tokens within a maximum of 24 hours, but within 10 minutes if
we are behind the PC and not sleeping.

What is the ChorusX app?
The ChorusX app will Connect & empower entertainers and affiliated parties by providing digital and
physical resources and services without hourly costs.
CX1 payment within the ecosystem, future smart contract member agreements and tokenized
content with automatic profit distribution.

Is the ChorusX app free?
The basic version of the ChorusX app is free but unlimited functionality costs $10 per month for all
members.

Will there be ads in the ChorusX app?
The ChorusX app will only have voluntary ads, this means that will be a black box on an artists profile
that says “If you click here to watch an ad this artist gets $X.”. This will be a way of supporting the
artist without being forced to watch ads, we don`t believe in such practices.
What are ChorusX buildings?
ChorusX buildings will have recording studios, band rehearsal spaces, stages, media editing PC`s,
green screen studio, musical instrument fabrication spaces that members can use without hourly
costs in exchange for 30% intellectual property and profits in perpetuity of the work products of
those spaces.
This will fill a giant gap between creatives at home without resources and marketing knowledge and
the small group of signed professionals, there is currently nothing in this gap.
Why should I (an entertainer) become a member of ChorusX?
ChorusX members get 70% of the revenue and intellectual property of their work products, normally
an artist would get around 10% at a record label and the label would own 100% of the masters.
ChorusX members also get access to creative spaces without hourly costs, a label will loan you
studio time and you must pay it back from your 10%, this means the label made $5M and now you
are only out of your $500k debt. ChorusX believes creatives deserve resources without hourly costs
or debt.

Why should I (an instrument builder) become a member of ChorusX?
Instrument builders that become a ChorusX member can use high quality professional machines in a
state of the art workshop without having to first invest in those machines, now they can reach the
same quality level as an A brand. They get 70% of the profit of their instruments and they can even
use parts and materials without paying for them first (this will be deducted when they sell the
instrument).

What is Klijnsmit Guitars?
Klijnsmit Guitars is the guitar building branch of the ChorusX venture but legally the same company
as ChorusX.
Custom guitars, proprietary models and production techniques. Sell courses, sell parts to Guitar
Builders Community.
https://www.klijnsmitguitars.com/

What is the Guitar Builders Community?
Guitar Builders Community is our Facebook group with 23.4K members.
https://www.facebook.com/groups/GuitarBuildersCommunity

Are the ChorusX venture and CX1 token sale a scam?
No the ChorusX venture and CX1 token are not a scam, we make a lot more money by not
being a scam and really taking over the music industry (billions) than scamming people with
token sales (millions).

